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Abstract
Product-form models facilitate the efficient analysis of large stochastic

models and have been sought after for some three decades. Apart from the
dominating work on queueing networks, some product-forms were found
for stochastic Petri nets (SPNs) that allow fork-join constructs and for
queueing networks extended to include special customers called signals,
viz. G-networks. We appeal to the Reversed Compound Agent Theorem
(RCAT) to prove new product-form solutions for SPNs in which there
are special transitions, the firings of which act in a similar way to signals
in G-networks, but which may be generated by synchronised firings (or
service completions) and may affect several places simultaneously. We
show that SPNs with signals are strict generalisations of G-networks with
negative customers, triggers and catastrophes, and illustrate with copious
examples.

1 Introduction

Stochastic modelling has provided powerful methods for the performance eval-
uation of both hardware and software architectures. More specifically, models
based on Continuous Time Markov Chains (CTMCs) play a pivotal role in this
context and have been applied successfully to the performance evaluation of
various real-world systems (see e.g. [1]). However, it is well-known that even
structurally simple models may have a state space with cardinality that makes
it infeasible to apply standard techniques in the computation of the station-
ary (equilibrium) probability distribution of the state. During the past three
decades, considerable attention has been devoted to the identification of classes
of stochastic models for which the stationary distributions are in product-form.
This property essentially decomposes a model M into a set of N sub-models
{M1, . . . ,MN}, the stationary distributions of each of which can be computed
efficiently. At equilibrium, let m = (m1, . . . ,mN ) denote a state of M, where
the component mi is the state of sub-model Mi, 1 ≤ i ≤ N . Then, M is
in product-form if the stationary probability π(m) of each state m is propor-
tional to the product of the stationary probabilities πi(mi) of each state mi in
sub-model Mi, i.e:

π(m) ∝
N∏
i=1

πi(mi).
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Product-form theory has greatly enhanced the tractability of large stochastic
models, largely due to the seminal results proved in queueing theory, such as
Jackson’s theorem and its multi-class extension, the BCMP theorem [32, 4].

Another important class of models for which the underling processes are
CTMCs is that of stochastic Petri nets (SPNs). Roughly speaking, the struc-
ture of a SPN consists of places, transitions and arcs, the state being given by
the numbers of tokens in each place. Arcs connect places to transitions and
transitions to places. A state-transition event occurs when a transition fires,
after a negative exponentially distributed random time, causing tokens to move
from its input places to its output places. SPNs are an important formalism
for the performance evaluation of complex systems mainly because they are
able to describe, in a natural way, concurrency and synchronization, such as
the fork-join construct and parallel computation. In the late 1980s, product-
form solutions were obtained for SPNs such that synchronisation, batch token
movements and resource competition were allowed [31, 8]. In common with
Jackson’s theorem and the BCMP theorem, these product-forms follow from
a set of linear equations that yield the correct parameterisation of associated
sub-models, namely, the routing process invariant measures, analogous to the
traffic equations of queueing networks.

In the early 1990s, the discovery of a novel product-form model, the G-
network, showed that the traffic equations become non-linear when negative
customers are introduced [13, 14]. Differently from the ordinary customers of
standard queueing networks, at a negative customer arrival epoch, the queue
looses a positive customer if any is present (if the queue is empty, the nega-
tive customer simply vanishes). Since this seminal research, a number of new
product-form queueing networks with quite sophisticated behaviours have been
found, in which the concept of negative customer is generalised to that of a
signal, which may act as a trigger that moves a customer from the queue of
the arrival (when non-empty) to another queue, chosen probabilistically, or as
a catastrophe, which empties the queue. Accessible surveys are given in the
books [22, 23], the latter featuring some telecommunications applications; see
also [7].

In this paper, we appeal to the Reversed Compound Agent Theorem (RCAT)
of [28] to derive new product-form solutions for SPN models in which signals
are introduced. We first define a set of transitions with a simple semantics
that describes signals in a compact way. We then prove that a SPN with such
transitions may always be transformed into an equivalent SPN with only stan-
dard exponential transitions, but with inhibitor arcs as well. RCAT is a very
general result for the derivation of product-forms in compositional models us-
ing a modular approach. This is because it is never necessary to consider the
CTMC underlying the whole model in order to establish the state distribution
at equilibrium. Moreover, RCAT ensures a priori the product-form solution of
models in which some components with complicated behaviours (not necessarily
specified as SPNs) interact with SPNs having signals – see, for example, [34].

The parameterisation of the sub-models is given by the solution of RCAT’s
system of rate equations, which are equivalent to the traffic equations in the
case of Jackson networks [28]. Differently from G-network signals, SPN signals
may be generated by synchronised job completion events, and may affect a
set of places chosen probabilistically. Another significant difference from what
is known in G-networks is that SPNs with signals may have rate-dependent
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product-form conditions. We prove that the product-form solution holds for
models with both triggers (including negative customers) and catastrophes. As
one might expect, in SPNs with signals, RCAT’s rate equations form, in general,
a non-linear system. In the case of G-networks, the existence of a solution to
their non-linear traffic equations is considered in [24] by a generic method using
Brouwer’s fixed point theorem [5]. In a similar fashion, an analogous result on
the existence and uniqueness of a solution to RCAT’s rate equations is given
in [30]. We show that the existence of a solution to the rate equations obtained
in this paper follows from the latter. Our method is computationally efficient
because it exploits a decomposition of a net into a set of building blocks, the
analysis of which can be carried out independently of each other, once the set
of rate equations is solved.

Related works. Since they were first introduced in [13, 14, 18], G-networks
have proved to be a valuable tool for performance evaluation and optimisation
purposes. For instance, in [25], they are used to model a multimedia server
system in which customers require “documents” that are transmitted on the
shared media. Several other applications of G-networks have been presented in
the literature by various authors (see [17, 2, 29, 27]). Following on from the
seminal works of [13, 14], a number of extensions have been proposed. The
aforementioned triggers were introduced in [16] and generalised to the signals
studied in [15], which can remove a batch of positive customers from one queue
whilst adding a positive one to another. According to [6], we call a signal that
completely flushes a node of all its customers at the arrival epoch a catastro-
phe. Triggers and signals as presented in [16, 15] play an important role in
the novel results that we introduce in this paper. In fact, as observed in [16],
these mechanisms can indeed be useful for representing certain token move-
ments in stochastic Petri nets. Other extensions are important in queueing
network theory, particularly those with multiple classes of positive customers or
signals [11, 21] and the so-called reset customers of [19, 29]. Resets move from
one node to another and, on arriving at an empty queue, change the number
of enqueued customers from zero to some random value that has a probability
distribution that coincides with the steady-state distribution of the number of
customers in that queue. Further properties of G-Networks with resets were
considered in [20], where the notions of stationary equivalence and flow equiva-
lence were considered and it was shown that, for this class of models, the latter
implies the former.

Product-forms in stochastic Petri nets have also received considerable atten-
tion, see e.g. [31, 8, 35, 3]. One of the interesting aspects of the models studied
in these papers is that synchronised token arrivals and departures may lead
to rate-dependent product-form conditions. In [31, 8] the rate conditions arise
from the application of a so-called “rank theorem”, in which the rank of a matrix
of rates must be checked, whereas in [3], these conditions can be checked in a
modular way as a consequence of a structural decomposition of the model. This
helps in giving a physical interpretation to conditions that would otherwise be
purely algebraic. In relation to other product-form models, we can say first that
SPNs with signals generalise G-networks with negative customers, triggers and
catastrophes [14, 16, 15, 10]. Moreover, they subsume the product-form SPN
of [8], without batch token movements. It is worthwhile noting that, differently
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from [31, 8], we deal mainly with open models, since triggers may cause token
destructions, leading to an empty network in the long-term.

The problem of synchronised arrivals in G-networks has also been addressed
in [29] and, more recently, in [9]. The present paper differs from these in that it
deals with exact analyses and does not need to introduce a network perturba-
tion in order to derive a product-form, stationary state distribution. Moreover,
interpreting the places of a SPN as queues, and the tokens as the network’s
customers, we show that our approach is also able to model synchronised job
completions and the synchronised effects of signals. For instance, we can model
a G-network in which a trigger is generated by synchronised job completions
in a network of queues, whence it removes simultaneously one customer from
each queue belonging to a set chosen probabilistically, and adds a customer to
every queue in another set, also chosen probabilistically. As far as we know, in
the literature, a product-form solution for this kind of model has never been
obtained. In Appendix B, we provide a more technical comparison, in terms
of queueing networks, between what SPNs with signals are able to model and
what is known from the literature to have a product-form solution.

Structure of the paper. The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2
we introduce, by means of a small example, the aims of the paper. Section 3
briefly recalls the basic notions of SPNs and introduces our notation. In partic-
ular, Section 3.1 gives a formal definition of the building blocks used, together
with a theorem about the existence of and the expression for their product-
form stationary state distributions (Theorem 1). In Section 4, we present the
product-form analysis of SPNs with signals, specifically with trigger-transitions
(Section 4.1) and with catastrophe-transitions (Section 4.2). Concluding re-
marks are made in Section 5.

2 Motivating example

To highlight the key idea of the novel contribution of the paper, we first consider
a very simple, illustrative example. The results are generalised and explored
more deeply in the following sections. Consider the model shown in Figure 1.
Customers (or tokens, in SPN terminology) at place P1 (P2) are introduced as
arrivals from transition TA (TD) at rate λA (λD); these transitions are essen-
tially Poisson sources. These customers are served (in exponentially distributed
time) by transition TE (TF ) at rate λE (λF ). Stochastic Petri nets will be in-
troduced formally in Section 3, but for now we can think of these arrival and
service processes as constituting standard exponential queues. However, the
introduction of transition TB that simultaneously adds a token to both places
P1 and P2 renders the example indescribable in conventional queueing theory.
This is the first peculiarity of SPNs and of our study: the capability of dealing
with synchronised arrival events and providing an exact product-form solution.

More importantly for this paper, the behaviour of transition TC is the follow-
ing: if at the firing epoch both P1 and P2 are non-empty, then one customer is
removed from both of them simultaneously, and one customer is added to place
P3; if at the firing epoch P1 or P2 is empty, there is no effect on the model’s
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TA TB TC TD

TE
TF TG

P1 P2 P3

Figure 1: Initial illustrative example.

state. If the following rate-condition is satisfied:

λBλEλF = λCλAλD ,

then the model is in product-form, and the equilibrium probability function is:

π(n1, n2, n3) ∝
(
λA

λE

)n1
(
λC

λF

)n2
(
λB

λG

)n3

,

where λG is the rate of transition TG, and n1, n2, n3 are the numbers of cus-
tomers in P1, P2, P3, respectively. It is worthy of note that if we modify the
model such that transition TG is removed and P3 is the input place for TB ,
then the model is unconditionally in product-form. In the paper we show how
this follows from RCAT’s rate equations. Rate dependent product-form condi-
tions are very important in stochastic Petri nets, as initially shown in [8] and,
more recently, in [26, 35, 3]. We add to this topic by giving a compositional
interpretation of such conditions in terms of our building block basic structures.

3 Stochastic Petri nets

In this section, we give the notation we use to describe SPNs and introduce the
special class of SPNs that we call building blocks. A stochastic Petri-net is a
7-tuple, SPN = (P, T , χ(·), I(·),H(·),O(·),m0), where:

• P = {P1, . . . , PN} is a set of N places,

• T = {T1, . . . , TM} is a set of M transitions,

• χ : T → R+ is a positive valued function that associates a firing rate with
every transition; we usually write χi as an abbreviation for χ(Ti),

• I : T → NN associates an input vector of places with every transition,

• H : T → NN associates an inhibitor vector of places with every transition,

• O : T → NN associates an output vector of places with every transition,

• m0 ∈ NN is the initial marking.
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A state m ∈ NN of the model is called a marking and represents the numbers
mi of tokens in each place Pi, i = 1, . . . , N . A transition Ti is enabled by
m if (m − I(ti)) and (H(ti) − m) have no negative components. We write
v ≥ v′ to denote vi ≥ v′i for i = 1, . . . , N , and similarly for the other arithmetic
inequalities. Hence, Ti is enabled when m ≥ I(ti) and H(ti) ≥ m. An enabled
transition Ti fires after an exponentially distributed random time with rate χi.
In this case, the new state m′ is m− I(Ti) +O(Ti). The net is called ordinary
if the input and output vector domains are {0, 1}N , i.e. all their components
are either 0 or 1.

Graphically, we draw places as circles and transitions as solid bars. If the
j-th component of I(Ti) (respectively O(Ti)) is k > 0 then we draw an arc from
Pj (respectively Ti) to Ti (respectively Pj) and we label it with k (for ordinary
nets we omit the labels, which would all be 1).

The reachability set RS(m0) is the set of all possible states of the net, given
the initial marking m0. In general, the problem of determining the reachability
set of a SPN is exponential in space. The reachability graph is a graph whose
nodes are the states of the reachability set, in which there is an arc from node
m′ to m′′ if there exists a transition T such that m′′ = m′− I(T ) +O(T ). The
incidence matrix A of a SPN is an M ×N matrix, row i of which is defined as
O(Ti) − I(Ti). The reachability graph can be either finite or infinite and from
it, the continuous time Markov chain (CTMC) underlying the SPN model can
be derived simply (either lazily or in a parameterised way if the state space is
infinite). Henceforth, we consider models whose underlying CTMCs are ergodic
and so admit a unique, equilibrium, state probability distribution. Calculating
this can be a difficult computational task because of the state space explosion
problem, which causes even a structurally small net to have a reachability set
with high cardinality. In such cases, solution of the global balance equations
rapidly becomes numerically intractable.

Some structural properties can be decided by analysis of the incidence matrix
and, in particular, T-invariants play an important role. They are defined as
follows:

Definition 1 (T-invariant and support) Given a SPN with incidence ma-
trix A, a vector X = (x1, . . . , xM ) ∈ NM is a T-invariant if ATX = 0.

The support ||X|| of a T-invariant X is the set of transitions corresponding
to the non-zero entries of X, i.e. those transitions Ti for which xi 6= 0. A T-
invariant X is minimal if there is no other T-invariant X′ such that x′i ≤ xi for
all i = 1, . . . ,M . A support of a T-invariant is minimal if no proper non-empty
subset of the support is also a support. The minimal support T-invariant is the
minimal T-invariant with minimal support.

Definition 2 (Closed T-invariant) A T-invariant is closed if for every tran-
sition T of the support there exists another transition with the input vector iden-
tical to the output vector of T as well one whose output vector is identical to the
input vector of T .

3.1 SPN building blocks (BBs)

In general, a building block consists of a set of places P1, . . . PN , a set TI of
input transitions whose input vectors are null (i.e. equal to 0 = (0, . . . , 0)), and
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a set TO of output transitions whose output vectors are null. Note that the set
of all transitions in a SPN, T = TI ∪ TO and that TI ∩ TO = ∅. To simplify
the notation, we use Ty (T ′y) to denote an input (output) transition, where y
is the set of place-indices of the non-zero components in the output (input)
vector of Ty (T ′y). For example, transition T23 (T ′23) in the net of Figure 2 is the
transition that produces (consumes) tokens at places P2 and P3. All the arcs
have multiplicity 1. The following definition gives the main restriction on the
structure of BBs, that for each input transition Ty there must exist an output
transition T ′y whose input vector is equal to the output vector of Ty.

Definition 3 Two places Pi, Pj ∈ P, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N , are directly connected,
written Pi ∼ Pj, if there exists a transition T ∈ T such that the components
I(T )i 6= 0 and I(T )j 6= 0 or O(T )i 6= 0 and O(T )j 6= 0. Let ∼∗ be the transitive
closure of ∼. Pi and Pj ∈ P are connected if Pi ∼∗ Pj.

Definition 4 (Building block (BB)) Given an ordinary, connected SPN S
with set of transitions T and set of N places P, then S is a building block if it
satisfies the following conditions:

1. For all T ∈ T , either O(T ) = 0 or I(T ) = 0.

2. For each T ∈ TI , there exists T ′ ∈ TO such that O(T ) = I(T ′) and
conversely .

3. Each pair of places Pi and Pj in the BB are connected.

Condition 1 requires that all the transitions are either input or output tran-
sitions, while Condition 2 states that if there exists an input transition Ty feed-
ing tokens to a subset of places y, then there must be a corresponding output
transition T ′y that consumes the tokens from the same subset y. Note that Con-
dition 2 is the structural condition for the product-form class of models defined
by Coleman, Henderson et al. in [8].

Figure 2 illustrates an example of a BB consisting of 3 places P = {P1, P2, P3},
3 input transitions TI = {T3, T23, T12} and 3 output transitions TO = {T ′3, T ′23, T ′12}.

T12 T23 T3

T
′

12
T

′

23
T

′

3

P1 P2 P3

Figure 2: Example of a building block.

Note that if two or more input (output) transitions have the same output
(input) vector, we can fuse them in one transition whose rate is the sum of the
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rates of the original transitions. Therefore, without loss of generality, we assume
that all the input (output) transitions have different output (input) vectors. For
example, given the BB of Figure 3, whose transitions T ′a12 and T ′b12 share the
same input vector, we can consider the equivalent (in terms of steady-state
distribution) BB depicted by Figure 2, in which the rate of transition T ′12 is the
sum of the rates of transitions T ′a12 and T ′b12.

T12 T23 T3

T
′

a12
T

′

b12
T

′

23
T

′

3

P1 P2 P3

Figure 3: A building block with output transitions having the same input vector.

3.2 Product-forms for BBs

In [3] it is shown that an arbitrary BB has product-form solution under a certain
set of rate-dependent conditions. Theorem 1 enunciates this result. For com-
patibility with conventional queueing network notation, we write χy = λy and
χ′y = µy to specify the rates of the input and output transitions, respectively,

where y ∈ 2{1,...,N} r ∅.

Theorem 1 Consider a BB S with N places and let N ⊆ 2{1,...,N} r ∅. Let
ρy = λy/µy for positive, real variables λy, µy and for Ty, T

′
y ∈ T , |y| ≥ 1. Then

if the following system of equations has a unique solution ρi, 1 ≤ i ≤ N ,{
ρy =

∏
i∈y ρi ∀y : Ty, T

′
y ∈ T ∧ |y| > 1

ρi =
λi

µi
∀i : Ti, T

′
i ∈ T , 1 ≤ i ≤ N

(1)

then the net’s balance equations – and hence stationary probabilities when they
exist – have product-form solution:

π(m1, . . . ,mN ) ∝
N∏
i=1

ρmi
i (2)

Note that System (1) has N unknowns ρ1, . . . , ρN . However, for each 1 ≤ i ≤ N
such that Ti, T

′
i ∈ T we straightforwardly have ρi = λi/µi. Moreover, the system

can be solved as a linear system by taking logarithms on both sides.

Example 1 Consider the BB of Figure 2. The Equations (1) become:
ρ3 = λ3/µ3

ρ12 = λ12/µ12 = ρ1ρ2

ρ23 = λ23/µ23 = ρ2ρ3
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from which we immediately obtain:

ρ2 = λ23µ3/(µ23λ3) ρ1 = λ12µ23λ3/(µ12λ23µ3)

and hence an unconditioned product-form:

π(n1, n2, n3) ∝
(
λ12µ23λ3

µ12λ23µ3

)n1
(
λ23µ3

µ23λ3

)n2
(
λ3

µ3

)n3

Now consider the BB of Figure 4 that differs from that of Figure 2 because
of transitions T1 and T ′1. In this case Equations (1) are satisfied if

T12 T23 T3

T
′

12
T

′

23
T

′

3

T1

T
′

1

P1 P2 P3

Figure 4: A building block with rate-dependent product-form conditions.

ρ2 =
ρ12
ρ1

=
ρ23
ρ3

,

i.e.:
λ12µ1λ3µ23 = µ3λ23µ12λ1

Under this assumption, the product-form expression is given by Equation (2).

We now show that if a composition of BBs, in which the output transition of a
component may be the input transition of another, has a steady-state solution,
then this has a product-form. The proof is a consequence of the fact that
each building block satisfies the conditions of RCAT if we consider the state-
transitions (in the underlying Markov process) corresponding to input SPN-
transitions as passive and those corresponding to output SPN-transitions as
active. We need the following lemma:

Lemma 1 In a product-form BB that satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1,
the reversed rate of every output transition labelled T ′y is λy, i.e., the rate of the
corresponding input transition, and the reversed rate of every input transition
labelled Ty is µy, i.e., the rate of the corresponding output transition.

Proof By hypothesis, the stationary distribution of the BB is given by Equa-
tion (2). Let I(T ′y) be the input vector of T ′y ∈ TO and let m be a reachable
marking that enables T ′y, i.e., m > I(T ′y). The reversed rate µy of T ′y is:

µy =
π(m)

π(m− I(T ′y))
µy = µy

∏
i∈y

ρi.
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Since the ρi are the solutions of equations (1), we have µy = ρyµy = λy, as
required. The result for the reversed rates of the input transitions is similar.

Alternatively, the same result can be written down by noting that the BB is
a reversible Markov process [33]. �

Proposition 1 Suppose that in a composition of BBs,

• each output transition of any BB is either the input transition of another
BB or else an output transition of the composition (an “external depar-
ture”);

• conversely, each input transition of any BB is either the output transition
of another BB or else an input transition of the composition (an “external
arrival”).

Then any irreducible subset of the markings of the SPN defined by the composi-
tion of the BBs has product-form.

Proof In the underlying Markov process of each component-BB, take:

• the state-transitions corresponding to SPN-transitions Ty ∈ TI to be pas-
sive and labelled by ty;

• the state-transitions corresponding to SPN-transitions T ′y ∈ TO to be ac-
tive and labelled by t′y.

Then RCAT’s conditions apply to irreducible subsets of the composition (the
third condition holds by Lemma 1), which thereby has product-form [28]. �

4 Product-forms for ordinary SPNs with signals

Compositions of BBs that admit a stationary distribution have product-form
solutions by Proposition 1. Moreover, when such a composition forms a closed
SPN, then the product-form belongs to the class of ordinary product-form SPNs
of [31, 8, 26]. We now show that Theorem 1 and Proposition 1 not only generalise
the product-form result in a uniform way from closed nets to open ones (with, in
general, rate-dependent conditions), but also allows one to derive product-form
solutions for more complex models that are closely related to G-networks and
their variants. In fact, we can apply the idea of signals (i.e. negative customers
or triggered customer movements [16]), inherited from the G-network literature,
to derive further product-form solutions in ordinary SPNs. We obtain a model
that may be seen either as a SPN with G-network-style triggers, or as a G-
network in which synchronised job completions, arrivals, or triggers may occur.

4.1 SPNs with triggers

A negative customer that arrives at a non-empty queue deletes, or kills, one
of the customers in that queue or in service; at an empty queue, the negative
customer disappears, i.e. has no effect, see [14]. A trigger is a generalisation
of a negative customer, introduced in [16], which vanishes on arrival at an
empty queue or else transfers one of the customers present to a target queue,
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usually chosen probabilistically. In the special case that a trigger transfers
a customer outside the whole network, the trigger degenerates into a regular
negative customer – hence triggers are a true generalisation.

In [29], the notion of such triggers was extended to include negative triggers
– those defined in the previous paragraph now being distinguished by the name
positive triggers. A negative trigger is the same as a positive trigger except
that another negative trigger is transferred rather than a customer. Notice
that if the transferred negative trigger is not a regular negative customer, the
chain will continue until an empty queue is encountered or a negative customer
is eventually transferred. It is shown further how cycles of negative triggers
can model catastrophes, where whole queues can be cleared on the arrival of a
negative trigger.

In this section, we show that an output transition of a building block may
generate trigger-tokens that have the same effect as triggers in G-networks and
that, under a certain set of conditions, the product-form is preserved. Differ-
ently from G-networks, however, trigger-token arrivals may have synchronised
effects, i.e. delete or move tokens from more than one place belonging to the
same BB simultaneously. Similarly, they may be generated by a transition that
synchronises an arbitrary number of places belonging to the same building block.
Whilst we use a terminology that refers to trigger-tokens and trigger-transitions
for compatibility with the body of G-network literature, the semantics presented
next does not require an extension of the SPN definition given in Section 3.1,
as shown by Lemma 2.

4.1.1 Semantics

We introduce into the Petri net formalism a new type of transition, namely the
trigger-transition, the firings of which cause a trigger-token-arrival at the some
places, and a token-arrival at others. Let T † be a trigger-transition, which is
characterised by an input vector identical to that of ordinary transitions and
by two output vectors O−(T †) and O(T †). The trigger-transition is enabled
by a marking m according to the same rule given for ordinary transitions, i.e.
m− I(T †) ≥ 0, but the state entered after its firing is:

• m− I(T †)−O−(T †) +O(T †) if m−O−(T †) ≥ 0

• m− I(T †) otherwise,

where we assume that the supports of I(T †) and O−(T †) are disjoint. A trigger-
transition is indicated graphically by using dotted arcs between it and the places
specified for token removal by non-zero components in O−; the places that
receive the transferred tokens, specified by O, are connected by normal lines.
This is illustrated in Figure 5, where transition TE generates a trigger-token for
places P4 and P5. If these places are both non-empty, then a positive token is
added to place P6 and one token is removed from each of P4 and P5. Rather
than an extension to the Petri net formalism (which it is not), this structure is
employed as a convenient means to investigate new product-forms. In fact we
have the following result.

Proposition 2 Given a SPN S with trigger-transitions, there exists a stochas-
tically equivalent, standard SPN S∗, i.e. a SPN belonging to the class given by
Definition 3 in Section 3.1 that has the same underlying Markov process.
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TA
TB

TC

TD

TE

TF

TG

THTI

P1 P2 P3

P4
P5 P6

Figure 5: A SPN with negative transitions.

Proof. For every trigger-transition T † of S, let w be the set of non-zero com-
ponents of O−(T †) and W = 2w. Let 1s, with s ∈ W, be a vector whose
component i is 1 if i ∈ s and 0 otherwise. Then, in S∗, transition T † is replaced
by a set of transitions T (T †) = {Tz, z ∈ W} with the same rate of T † such
that if z 6= w, then I(Tz) = I(T †) + 1z, H(Tz) = 1wrz, and O(Tz) = 1z. If
z = w, then I(Tw) = I(T †)+1w, H(Tw) = 0 and O(Tw) = O(T †). The Markov
processes underlying S and S∗ are now easily seen to be identical. �

4.1.2 Analysis

We now give the product-form, together with its conditions, for SPNs with
trigger-transitions. First, we extend the connectivity relation ∼∗ introduced in
Definition 3 in order to incorporate trigger-transitions.

Definition 5 In a SPN with trigger-transitions, we say that two places Pi and
Pj ∈ P are directly connected with or without triggers, written Pi ∼t Pj, if
Pi ∼ Pj or there exists a trigger-transition T † such that O−(T †)i 6= 0 and
O−(T †)j 6= 0. We define the equivalence relation ∼∗t to be the transitive closure
of ∼t, and say that Pi and Pj are connected (with or without triggers) if Pi ∼∗t
Pj.

The equivalence classes of ∼∗t are labelled C(b), 1 ≤ b ≤ B where B > 0 is
the number of equivalence classes. We define σ(v) to be the set of indices of the
non-zero components of the vector v.

Definition 6 Given a SPN S with trigger-transitions and ∼∗t -equivalence classes
C(b), 1 ≤ b ≤ B, the net decomposition of S is the set of SPNs Sdec =
{BB(b), 1 ≤ b ≤ B}, in which the set of places of BB(b) is C(b) and the tran-
sitions of each BB(b) in Sdec are given by the following, where the generic
transition T ∈ TS with rate χ is in S:
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• Let y = σ(I(T )) ⊆ C(b), y 6= ∅ for some b, 1 ≤ b ≤ B. Then BB(b) has an
output transition T ′y with I(T ′y) = I(T ) and rate χ

• If T is ordinary, let w = σ(O(T )) ⊆ C(c), w 6= ∅ for some c, 1 ≤ c ≤ B.
Then BB(c) has an input transition Tw with O(Tw) = O(T ) and rate equal
to χ if I(T ) = 0 or equal to the reversed rate of Ty in BB(b), containing
the places y = σ(I(T )), otherwise.

• If T is a trigger-transition, let u = σ(O−(T )) ⊆ C(d), u 6= ∅ for some
d, 1 ≤ d ≤ B. Then BB(d) has an output transition T ′u with I(T ′u) =
O−(T ) and rate equal to χ if I(T ) = 0 or equal to the reversed rate of T ′y
in BB(b), containing the places y = σ(I(T )), otherwise.

• If T is a trigger-transition, let z = σ(O(T )) ⊆ C(e), z 6= ∅ for some
e, 1 ≤ e ≤ B. Then BB(e) has an input transition Tz with O(Tz) = O(T )
and rate equal to the reversed rate of T ′u in BB(d), containing the places
u = σ(O−(T )).

A net decomposition is said to be well-formed if BB(i) is a BB for every i =
1, . . . , B.

Remarks

1. The choice of certain rates as the reversed rates of other transitions re-
quires the solution of the rate equations of RCAT, which can certainly be
applied when the net decomposition is well-formed.

2. It is common for different transitions in a SPN to share the same in-
put or output vectors and this may cause conflicts on the labels of the
input/output transitions in the BBs. This may also happen with trigger-
transitions. BB transitions with the same input/output vectors are there-
fore distinguished by adding an additional label. Suppose that transitions
TA and TB have the same output vector and y = σ(O(TA)) = σ(O(TB)).
The corresponding input transitions of the associated BB are then named
Tay and Tby, as shown in Figure 3. The analysis can now be carried out
as explained in Section 3.1.

Theorem 2 A SPN with well-formed decomposition Sdec = {BB(1), . . . , BB(B)}
has product-form solution:

π(m) ∝
B∏

b=1

πb(m)

where πb is an un-normalised product-form solution of BB(b), with rates set ac-
cording to Definition 6, if each BB(b) satisfies the rate conditions of Theorem 1.

Proof. First, suppose T is an ordinary transition of S and, according to Def-
inition 6, let Ty and T ′w be the corresponding input and output transitions of
BB(b1) and BB(b2), respectively, 1 ≤ b1 6= b2 ≤ B. Then, in the underlying
Markov processes, Ty and T ′w are modelled by passive and active transitions
respectively, the rate of T ′w being the given rate of T . By Proposition 1, if the
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RCAT product-form exists, then the rate of Ty (xy) must be the reversed rate
of T ′w in BB(b1), i.e. the rate of Tw which, according to Definition 6, is either a
passive rate variable or the rate of an input transition, assumed constant.

The case of trigger-transitions is more complicated and RCAT must be ap-
plied twice, as in [29], for example. Let T † be a trigger-transition, and T ′y in

BB(b1), T ′u in BB(b2), and Tz in BB(3) be the transitions in the decomposition
corresponding to I(T †), O−(T †) and O(T †), respectively, 1 ≤ b1, b2, b3 ≤ B.
First consider the synchronisation between BB(b1) and BB(b2). In the underly-
ing Markov processes, we model T ′y by an active transition type, whose rate is

that of T †, and T ′u by a passive transition type. Note that T ′u is not outgoing
from states of BB(b2) in which at least one of the input places is empty. How-
ever, to avoid blocking, consistent with G-network semantics, BB(b1) must still
be able to change its state due to the firing of T † (T ′y) but the trigger has no

effect on BB(b2). This behaviour is modelled by adding passive self-loops (with
the same type as T ′u) on the states where T ′u is not outgoing. Now RCAT’s
structural conditions are satisfied and the rate of T ′u is the reversed rate of T ′y,
which is constant by Lemma 1.

Finally, we consider the joint process consisting of BB(b1) and BB(b2), just
proved to be in product-form, synchronised with BB(b3) by the joint, active
firing of T ′y, T

′
u with the passive Tz (in BB(b3)). Every state of BB(b3) has an

outgoing, passive transition corresponding to Tz and every state of the joint
process (BB(b1) and BB(b2)) has an incoming, active transition corresponding
to T ′y. Hence RCAT’s structural conditions are again satisfied. The reversed

rates of these active transitions are the reversed rates of the passive T ′u in BB(b2),
which are constant by Lemma 1. This is the rate that must be assigned to the
passive transitions Tz to compute the product-form. �

4.1.3 Applications

Theorem 2 can be applied to derive both rate-independent and rate-dependent,
product-form conditions and equilibrium probability distributions for the mark-
ings of highly non-trivial nets. We now consider some examples.

Example 2 (Open net with rate-dependent product-form condition)
We first consider the SPN of Figure 5. Although this paper does not consider
the problem of deciding the ergodicity of the Markov process underlying the
SPN, we show that the net is live, and that given an arbitrary state m there
exists a sequence of firings that takes the net back to m, viz :

TH → TC → TF → TA → TD → TG

In order to show that the net is live, and that all the transitions are covered by
a T-invariant, we note that we have the following cycles. Suppose that m4 = 0
or m5 = 0 in the initial marking m. Then the firing sequence TI → TB → TE

returns the net to marking m. Now suppose m4 > 0 and m5 > 0. Then the
firing sequence

TI → TB → TE → TC → TF → TA → TD

defines a cycle.
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The first step of the stochastic analysis consists of the net decomposition,
which is shown in Figure 6 and is well-formed. In the net of Figure 5, let the rate
of transition Tα be χα, α = A, . . . , I; these rates are attached to each transition
name in Figure 6, which also shows the rates in the BBs used in Theorem 2.
The system of rate equations for the net follows directly from Theorem 2 and

T12(x12) T23(x23) T3(x3) T4(χI) T45(x45) T5(x5) Ta6(x6) Tb6(χH)

T ′

12(χD) T ′

23(χE) T ′

3(χF ) T ′

4(χB)T ′

a45(χG)

T ′

b45(x
′

b45)

T ′

5(χA) T ′

6(χC)

P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6

BB(1) BB(2) BB(3)

Figure 6: Decomposition of the net of Figure 5.

Lemma 1 as: 
x3 = x45 = x12 = x5 = x6 + χH

x′b45 = x23 = χI

x6 = x45
x′b45

χG + x45′

which, although non-linear, are easily solved to yield:
x3 = x45 = x12 = x5 = χH(χI+χG)

χG

x′b45 = x23 = χI

x6 = χHχI

χG

Then, the product-form condition required by BB(2), according to Theorem 1,
is (the product-form is unconditional for the other BBs): χI(χG+χI) = χAχB .
Under this assumption we have the following equilibrium probability distribu-
tion:

π(m) ∝
(
χEχ

2
H(χG + χI)

2

χDχFχ2
GχI

)m1
(

χFχGχI

χEχH(χG + χI)

)m2
(
χH(χG + χI)

χFχG

)m3

·
(
χI

χB

)m4
(
χBχH

χGχI

)m5
(
χH(χG + χI)

χGχC

)m6

Example 3 (Open net unconditionally in product-form) In this exam-
ple we analyse an open SPN whose product-form condition does not depend on
the transition rates. The model is depicted by Figure 7-(A). Figure 7-(B) shows
the (valid) net decomposition of the model, wherein the transitions are appro-
priately renamed and their rates shown in brackets; χα is the rate of transition
Tα of the original model (α = A, . . . , I), and the rates denoted by x∗ are the
unknown variables of the rate equations. We must solve the following non-linear
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(A) (B)

TA

TB TC TD

TE

TF

TG

TH

TI

P1P1 P2P2 P3

P3

P4

P4

P5

T1(x1) Ta12(χA)Tb12(xb12)

T ′

1(χB) T ′

a12(χC)T ′

b12(χD)

T3(x3) T34(x34) T4(χE)

T ′

3(χH) T ′

a34(χI)

T ′

b34(x
′

b34)

T ′

4(χF )

T5(x5)

T ′

5(χG)

BB(1) BB(2)

BB(3)

Figure 7: SPN of Example 3. (A) The original net. (B) The valid net decom-
position.

system: 

x1 = x3

xb12 = x34
χI

χI + x′b34
x3 = x1

x34 = (χA + xb12)
χC

χC + χD

x′b34 = (χA + xb12)
χD

χC + χD

x5 = x34
x′b34

χI + x′b34

(3)

After routine algebra, let ∆ = χ2
AχD +2χAχI(2χC +χD)+χDχ2

I and we have:

xb12 =
1

2

(
−χA − χI +

√
∆

χD

)

x34 =

(
χA − χI +

√
∆

χD

)
χC

2(χC + χD)

x′b34 =
χAχD − χDχI +

√
χD∆

2(χC + χD)

x5 =
χA(2χC + χD) + χDχI −

√
χD∆

2(χC + χD)
x1 = x3

As it stands, the rate equations do not have a unique solution for the unknowns
x1 and x3. However, the product-form constraint of BB(2) gives, from Theo-
rem 1:

x34χHχF = x3χE(χI + χ′b34)
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(A) (B)

TA TB

TC

TD

TE

TF

TG

TH

P1P1 P2P2 P3

P3

P4

P4
P5

P5

T1(χA) T12(χB)

T ′

a1(χC)T
′

b1(χF ) T
′

12(χD)

T3(χE) T34(x34)

T ′

3(x
′

3) T ′

a34(χg) T ′

b34(x
′

b34)

T5(x5)

T ′

5(χL)

BB(1) BB(2)

BB(3)

Figure 8: Open net with two trigger-transitions. Transition TH removes a token
from P3 and P4 (if both are non-empty) without generating any other token,
while TD transfers a token (if any is present) fromP3 to P5.

Solving for x3, gives:

x3 =

(
−χA − χI +

√
∆

χD

)
χFχH

2χEχI

BB(1) and BB(3) are unconditionally in product-form. Hence, applying Theo-
rem 1, we have the following ρ-values:

ρ1 =
x1

χB
, ρ2 =

χA + xb12

χC + χD

χB

x1
, ρ3 =

x3

χH
, ρ4 =

χE

χF
, ρ5 =

x5

χG

and the unconditional steady-state distribution:

π(m) ∝
5∏

i=1

ρmi
i

Example 4 (Open net with negative tokens) In this example we show that
it is possible to represent negative tokens by means of trigger-transitions in the
same way that negative customers can be represented by means of triggers in
G-networks. We consider the model of Figure 8-(A) in which the firing of transi-
tion TH removes two customers simultaneously from places P4 and P5, without
generating any token. Figure 8-(B) shows the well-formed net decomposition.
The system of rate equations is:

x34 =
χAχF

χC + χF

x′3 = χB

x′b34 = x5

x5 = χE
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the solution of which is obvious. By Theorem 1, BB(1), BB(2), BB(3) are
unconditionally in product-form and by Theorem 2 we have:

π(m) ∝
(

χA

χC + χF

)m1
(
χB(χC + χF )

χAχD

)m2
(
χE

χB

)m3

·
(

χAχBχF

χE(χC + χF )(χE + χG)

)m4
(
χE

χH

)m5

4.2 SPNs with catastrophes

Queueing networks with catastrophes are a special type of G-networks, in which
signals cause the destination queue to empty immediately; a product-form so-
lution with non-linear traffic equations was obtained in [6, 10]. For SPNs, we
consider special transitions T •, the firings of which cause their output places
(with non-zero components in the output vector O(T •)) to instantaneously re-
duce their numbers of tokens by an amount K ≥ 0, the minimum number of
tokens that are present in the places of σ(O(T •)), i.e. K = minO(T•)i>0 mi.

Informally, we can view the effect of the firings of a catastrophe-transition
as the maximum reduction of the numbers of tokens in the output places under
the constraint that each place looses the same number of tokens. Clearly, at
least one output place is left empty – those with the lowest token-count in the
marking.

4.2.1 Semantics

Like ordinary transitions, a catastrophe-transition T • is characterised by an
input vector I(T •) and an output vector O(T •). T • is enabled if m− I(T •) ≥ 0
and the state reached after its firing is m−I(T •)−δ(m, T •), where the function
δ : NN × T → NN is defined by:

δ(m, T •)k =

0 if O(T •)k = 0

min
O(T•)i>0

mi otherwise

for 1 ≤ k ≤ N , where N is the number of places in the net.
Figure 9-(A) shows the graphical representation of a catastrophe-transition

(a solid bar with a filled circle). To the authors’ best knowledge, synchronised
catastrophes is a new topic for G-networks and, as we will prove in the analysis
that follows, rate-dependent product-form conditions may arise.

4.2.2 Analysis

The derivation of product-forms for SPNs with catastrophe-transitions is again
based on net decomposition into BBs. Consider a set of places {1, . . . , N}
which structurally forms a BB and suppose that we add an input catastrophe-
transition T •y , with y ∈ 2{1,...,N} r ∅ representing the set of the indices of the
places Pi such that O(T •)i > 0. Figure 9-(A) shows the catastrophe-transition
of the BB only and Figure 9-(B) shows the unfolding of transition T • in terms of
trigger-transitions. Informally, we can see the grey part of the picture as a cycle
which deletes iteratively tokens from the set of places y – involving correspond-
ingly multiple applications of RCAT in deriving the product-form. Note that
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(A)

(B)

(C)

T ′

ay(χ
•

y) T
′

by(xby)

Taf1(xaf1) Tbf1(xbf1)

T ′

f1(χA)

Tf2(xf2)

T ′

f2(χB)

T •

y (χ
•

y)

Ty(λy)

Ty(λy)

Ty(λy)

T ′

y(µy)

T ′

y(µy)

T ′

y(µy)

T •

yf(χ
•

y)

P1

P1

P1

P2

P2

P2

PN

PN

PN

Pf1

Pf1

Pf2

Pf2TA

TB

BB(1) BB(2) BB(3)

Figure 9: (A) Graphical representation of a catastrophe-transition. (B) Unfold-
ing of a catastrophe-transition. (C) Decomposition into BBs.

the net of Figure 9-(B) is equivalent to that of Figure 9-(A) if transitions Tf1

and Tf2 are immediate (i.e., they fire in deterministically zero time). In the un-
folded net T ′f1 and Tf2 are associated with TA; Tbf1, T

′
f2 and T ′by are associated

with TB ; and, finally, Taf1 and T ′ay are associated with T •yf . This net may now
be studied with the technique introduced in Section 4. Figure 9-(C) shows the
decomposition in BBs. Clearly BB(2) and BB(3) satisfy the conditions of Theo-
rem 1, while BB(1) may present some rate-dependent product-form conditions.
The rate equations are: 

xby = xf2

xaf1 = λy
χ•y

χ•y+µy+xby

xbf1 = λy
xby

χ•y+µy+xby

xf2 = xaf1 + xbf1

(4)

We are especially interested in the solution for xby, which is the only unknown
in BB(1). Its unique positive solution in the non-linear System (4) turns out to
be:

xby =
1

2

(
λy − χ•y − µy +

√
(−λy + χ•y + µy)2 + 4λyχ•y

)
.

It is worth noting that xby, and hence the steady-state distribution of BB(1),
is independent of the rates of the auxiliary transitions TA and TB , χA and χB ,
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respectively. Following the BB analysis and assuming λy > 0 (while we may
have µy = 0, i.e. Ty may be missing) we have:

ρy =
λy

χ•y + µy + xby
=

χ•y + µy + λy −
√
(−λy + χ•y + µy)2 + 4λyχ•y

2µy
(5)

and the product-form follows.
More generally, however, we can use this example to revise Definition 5 to

incorporate catastrophe-transitions, as follows.

Definition 7 In a SPN with trigger-transitions and catastrophe-transitions, we
say that two places Pi and Pj ∈ P are directly connected with or without triggers
and catastrophes, written Pi ∼tc Pj, if and only if Pi ∼t Pj, where a catastrophe-
transition is considered the same as an ordinary transition in the definition
of ∼t, i.e. the syntactic class of ordinary transitions is extended to include
catastrophe-transitions.

We define the equivalence relation ∼∗tc to be the transitive closure of ∼tc, and
say that Pi and Pj are connected (with or without triggers and catastrophes) if
Pi ∼∗tc Pj.

The equivalence classes of ∼∗tc are labelled C(b), 1 ≤ b ≤ B where B > 0 is the
number of equivalence classes, superseding the previous definition which applied
to ordinary and trigger-transitions.

Again proceeding as we did for trigger-transitions, we update Definition 6
to include catastrophe-transitions.

Definition 8 Given a SPN S with trigger-transitions, catastrophe-transitions
and ∼∗tc-equivalence classes C(b), 1 ≤ b ≤ B, the net decomposition of S is the
set of SPNs Sdec = {BB(b), 1 ≤ b ≤ B}, in which the set of places of BB(b) is
C(b) and the transitions of each BB(b) in Sdec are given by the following, where
the generic transition T ∈ TS with rate χ is in S:

• If T is an ordinary or trigger-transition, the corresponding transitions
given by Definition 6 all exist in the BB(b)s, with the same rate definitions.

• If T is a catastrophe-transition, let s = σ(I(T )) ⊆ C(f), s 6= ∅ for some
f, 1 ≤ f ≤ B. Then BB(f) has an output transition T ′s with I(T ′s) = I(T )
and rate χ.

• If T is a catastrophe-transition, let v = σ(O(T )) ⊆ C(g), v 6= ∅ for some
g, 1 ≤ g ≤ B. Then BB(g) has two output transitions, T ′av and T ′bv, with
I(T ′av) = I(T ′bv) = O(T ) and respective rates x•av, which is equal to χ if
I(T ) = 0 or to the reversed rate of T ′u in BB(f) (for some f, 1 ≤ f ≤ B),
containing the places u = σ(I(T )), otherwise and

xbv =
1

2

(
λv − x•av − µv +

√
(−λv + x•av + µv)2 + 4λvx•av

)
(6)

where:

– λv is sum of the rates of the input transitions in BB(g) for which the
non-zero components of their output vectors are indexed by v,
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– µv is the sum of the rates of the output transitions in BB(g) for which
the non-zero components of their input vectors are indexed by v.

A net decomposition is said to be well-formed if BB(i) is a BB for every i =
1, . . . , B.

The following Theorem applies this definition to give conditions for product-
form in a SPN with trigger- and catastrophe-transitions and, if these are satis-
fied, its steady-state probability distribution.

Theorem 3 A SPN S with well-formed decomposition Sdec = {BB(1), . . . , BB(B)

has product-form solution:

π(m) ∝
N∏
b=1

πb(m),

where πb is an un-normalised product-form solution of BB(b), with rates set ac-
cording to Definition 8, if each BB(b) satisfies the rate conditions of Theorem 1.

Proof. Given a SPN with signals, we can define a new SPN in which each
catastrophe-transition is unfolded according to the schema depicted by Figure 9.
We previously observed that the steady-state probability distribution of the
numbers of tokens in the places at which the catastrophe-transitions operate
is independent of the rates assigned to the fictitious transitions. The result
follows by taking the limit to infinity of the fictitious transition rates, added in
the unfolding of the catastrophe-transitions. �

The following corollary is useful for simplifying the system of rate equations
in the case of multiple catastrophe-transitions with the same output vector.

Corollary 1 Given a SPN with signal transitions, suppose that there exists a
set T • = {T •i } such that all T •i are catastrophe-transitions that share the same
output vector O(T •) 6= 0. Let BB(c), with v = σ(O(T •)) ⊆ C(c), be the BB
obtained by applying the decomposition of Definition 7, where for each transition
T •i ∈ T • there is a pair of transitions Taiv and Tbiv with rates x•aiv and xbiv.

Then, the steady-state distribution of BB(c) does not change if all the tran-
sitions Taiv and Tbiv are replaced by a single pair of transitions T ′αv, and T ′βv
with I(T ′αv) = I(T ′βv) = O(T •) and with rates x•αv =

∑
T•i ∈T

xaiv and

xβv =
1

2

(
λv − x•αv − µv +

√
(−λv + x•αv + µv)2 + 4λvx•αv

)
Proof. The proof is straightforward by the observation that Equation (6) is
obtained from equations (4).
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T1(χA) T12(x12) T23(χD)

T ′
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12(χF ) T ′
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T ′
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•

a23)

T ′

c23(χG)
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T ′

a4(χB) T ′

b4(χC) T
′

a45(xa45)T ′

b45(χI)

T6(x6)

T ′

6(χL)

BB(1)

BB(2) BB(3)

Figure 10: SPN of Example 5 with signals and its decomposition into BBs.

4.2.3 Example

We now show some applications of Theorem 3 that derive both rate-independent
and rate-dependent product-form conditions for SPNs with trigger and catastrophe-
transitions.

Example 5 (SPN with unconditioned Product-form) In the SPN shown
in Figure 10, with both trigger- and catastrophe-transitions, TC causes a syn-
chronised catastrophe at places P2 and P3 and is modelled in the corresponding
BB decomposition by transitions T ′a23 and T ′b4. Transition TG is a trigger-
transition, the firing of which causes the deletion of a token in P4 and P5. It
is clear that the CTMC underlying this net is irreducible. Figure 10 illustrates
the decomposition into BBs of the SPN. Note that the net decomposition itself
ensures that the product-form will be unconditional because the rates of the
input/output transitions of the BBs satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1.

According to Theorem 3, we can write down the following non-linear system
of rate equations:

x12 = xa4+xb4χB

χB+χC

xa23 = 1
2

(
χD − x•b23 − χG +

√
(−χD + x•b23 + χG)2 + 4χDx•b23

)
x•b23 = (xa4+xb4)χC

χB+χC

xa4 = χA

xb4 = x12

xa45 = χD
χG

xa23+χG+x•b23
x6 = χH

χI

χI+xa45

Let ∆ = (χA + χD)2 + 2(χA − χD)χG + χ2
G. Then the unique positive solution
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of the system is:

x12 =
χAχB

χC
xa23 =

1

2

(
−χA + χD − χG +

√
∆
)

xa4 = λA

xb4 =
χAχB

χC
xa45 =

1

2

(
χA + χD + χG −

√
∆
)

x6 =
2χHχI

χA + χD + χG + 2χI −
√
∆

Since BB(1), BB(2) and BB(3) are in product-form, we may compute the ρi
associated with each place in the net as:

ρ1 =
χA

χE
, ρ2 =

ρ12
ρ1

=
χBχE

χCχF

ρ3 =
ρ23
ρ2

=
χD

xa23 + χ•b23χG

1

ρ2
=

2χCχDχF

χBχE

(
χA + χD + χG +

√
∆
)

ρ4 =
xa4 + xb4

χB + χC
=

χA

χC

ρ5 =
ρ45
ρ4

=
χH

xa45 + χI

1

ρ4
=

2χCχH

χA

(
χA + χD + χG + 2χI −

√
∆
)

ρ6 =
x6

χL
=

2χHχI

χL

(
χA + χD + χG + 2χI −

√
∆
)

This gives the product-form solution for the net:

π(m) ∝
6∏

i=1

ρmi
i .

Example 6 (Application of Corollary 1) In this example, we consider the
net shown in Figure 11-(A). Transition Tα has rate χα for α = A, . . . , P . The
net has two catastrophe-transitions, T •C and T •D that share the same output vec-
tor. In this case, the application of Corollary 1 simplifies the solution of RCAT’s
rate equations. Indeed, by Corollary 1, transitions T •C and T •D are unfolded in
BB(1) into a pair of transitions (T ′a23 and T ′b23) instead of two pairs as required
by a straightforward application of Theorem 3. Given the decomposition into
BBs shown in Figure 11-(B), the system of rate equations is:

x123 = x4

x•a23 = χD + χI

xb23 = 1
2

(
χE − x•a23 − χG +

√
(χE − x•a23 − χG)2 + 4χEx•a23

)
x4 = x123

x5 = χE
χG

x•a23 + xb23 + χG

x56 = x7

x7 = x56

x56χLχC = χMx5χI (Product-form condition of BB(3))
x123χN (x•a23 + xb23 + χG) = χFχAχE (Product-form condition of BB(1))
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TA
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TD

TE

TF

TG

TH

TI

TL

TM

TN

TO

TP

P1

P1

P2

P2

P3

P3

P4

P4

P5

P5

P6

P6

P7

P7

T1(χA) T123(x123)T23(χE) T3(χO)

T ′

1(χN )

T ′

123(χF )

T ′

a23(x
•

a23)

T ′

b23(xb23)

T ′

c23(χG)

T ′

3(χP )

T4(x4)

T ′

4(χB)

T5(x5) T56(x56) T6(χI)

T ′

5(χL) T ′

56(χM ) T ′

6(χC)

T7(x7)

T ′

7(χH)

BB(1)

BB(2) BB(3) BB(4)

Figure 11: (A) SPN with catastrophes studied in Example 6. (B) Decomposition
into BB.

The unique solution follows after some algebra: let

∆ = (χE − χD − χI − χG)
2 + 4χE(χD + χI),

then:

x123 = x4 =
χAχF

2χGχN

(
χD + χE + χG + χI −

√
∆
)

xa23 = χD + χI

xb23 =
1

2

(
χE − χD − χG − χI +

√
∆
)

x5 =
1

2

(
χD + χE + χG + χI −

√
∆
)

x56 = x7 =
χIχM

2χCχL

(
χD + χE + χG + χI −

√
∆
)
.

This solution of the rate-equations now allows us to write down the product-form
solution:

π(m) ∝
7∏

i=1

ρmi
i ,
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where the ρi are obtained, in the usual way, as:

ρ1 =
χA

χN
, ρ2 =

2χEχP

χO

(
χE + χD + χG + χI +

√
∆
) , ρ3 =

χO

χP
,

ρ4 =
χAχF

2χBχGχN

(
χD + χE + χG + χI −

√
∆
)
,

ρ5 =
1

2χL

(
χD + χE + χG + χI −

√
∆
)
, ρ6 =

χI

χC
,

ρ7 =
χIχM

2χCχHχL

(
χD + χE + χG + χI −

√
∆
)
.

Note that, without applying Corollary 1, the net decomposition would be that
depicted by Figure 12, where Ta23, Tb23 are associated with TC , and Tc23, Td23

are associated with TD. The corresponding system of rate equations is now:

x123 = x4

x•a23 = χI

xb23 = 1
2

(
χE − x•c23 − xd23 − χG − x•a23

+
√

(χE − x•c23 − xd23 − χG − x•a23)
2 + 4χEx•a23

)
x•c23 = χD

xd23 = 1
2

(
χE − x•a23 − xb23 − χG − x•c23

+
√

(χE − x•a23 − xb23 − χG − x•c23)
2 + 4χEx•c23

)
x4 = x123

x5 = χE
χG

x•a23 + xb23 + x•c23 + xd23 + χG

x56 = x7

x7 = x56

x56χLχC = χMx5χI

x123χN (x•a23 + xb23 + x•c23 + xd23 + χG) = χFχAχE .

5 Conclusion

We have shown that a class of SPNs with special transitions, called signal-
transitions, has product-form solution. Signal-transitions, like ordinary transi-
tions, are enabled if none out of a specified set of input-places is empty, and
their firing has one of the following effects on the net:

• Trigger-transition: one token is removed from each of a specified a set of
output-places and, if this operation can be done, one token is added to
each of another set of places;

• Catastrophe-transition: the number of tokens at each of a specified set
of places is decreased by the same amount, such that the place with the
lowest population becomes empty.

Although the transitions in our model do not have an intrinsic probabilistic be-
haviour analogous to those in [31, 8], in which the output vector is chosen prob-
abilistically, the use of multiple transitions with the same input vector allows
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P1 P2 P3

P4
P5 P6 P7

T1(χA) T123(x123) T23(χE) T3(χO)

T ′

1(χN )

T ′

123(χF )

T ′

a23(x
•

a23)

T ′

b23(xb23) T ′

c23(x
•

c23)

T ′

d23(xd23)

T ′

e23(χG)

T ′

3(χP )

T4(x4)

T ′

4(χB)

T5(x5) T56(x56) T6(χI)

T ′

5(χL) T ′

56(χM ) T ′

6(χC)

T7(x7)

T ′

7(χH)

BB(1)

BB(2)
BB(3) BB(4)

Figure 12: Decomposition of the net of Figure 11-(A) obtained without the
application of Corollary 1.

one to obtain the same result, thanks to the standard properties of the mini-
mum of independent, exponentially-distributed random variables. Our analysis
method relies on a decomposition of a class of Petri nets into special structures,
called building blocks (BBs). In general, the conditions for a SPN to belong
to this class are not only structural (as with the product-form class studied
in [26], for example) but also rate-dependent. In [31, 8], a class of SPN mod-
els with rate-dependent product-form conditions was studied, yielding a result
based on a rank-theorem, in which the rank of a matrix whose entries depend
on the whole net structure and the rates must be investigated. In our case, the
rate-conditions are easier to test and have a clear interpretation because they
are defined modularly for each BB – a net with a simple structure. Several ex-
amples of nets, with or without rate-dependent product-form conditions, have
been presented to support these claims.

We derived the product-form solutions by means of RCAT [28] and the
strength of this approach is twofold. First, we do not need to work with com-
plicated systems of global balance equations, as most other approaches do. Sec-
ondly, we observe that this enhances the compositionality properties of the
models that we analyse. For example, a transition whose reversed rate is con-
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stant (see Corollary 1) may be synchronised (as active) with any other model
satisfying RCAT’s conditions on passive transitions: the product-form of the
whole model is then immediately guaranteed. If we interpret, as intuition sug-
gests, the places of a SPN with signals as exponential queues, and the tokens
as network customers, we can straightforwardly establish a product-form for a
SPN with signals synchronised with any BCMP queueing nodes – even in the
extended models proposed after the seminal BCMP paper, e.g. [34]. Future
research directions involve the introduction of batch token movements and the
development of efficient numerical techniques for the solution of the systems of
non-linear rate equations that are required by this approach, and by all other
G-network analyses.
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A Salient features of ERCAT

When two transitions in different Markov chains synchronise, as in the present
description of BBs, we consider one of them to be active, with a rate that
becomes the rate of the joint transition (e.g., active action t12 has rate λ12 in
P 1), and the other to be passive, with unspecified rate (usually denoted by
a “top” symbol, e.g. >12 for passive action t12 in process P 2). The sets of
outgoing, incoming, active and passive actions in each joint state are denoted
according to the following notation (wherein k = 1, 2):

Pk : the set of passive action types in the process P k – each must be passive
at all its instances in P k;

Ak : the set of active action types in P k – each must be active at all its instances
in P k;

P(i,j)→ : the set of action types that are passive and correspond to transitions
out of joint state (i, j) in the synchronisation;

P(i,j)← : the set of action types that are passive and correspond to transitions
into joint state (i, j) in the synchronisation;

A(i,j)→ : the set of action types that are active and correspond to transitions
out of joint state (i, j) in the synchronisation;

A(i,j)← : the set of action types that are active and correspond to transitions
into joint state (i, j) in the synchronisation;

αa(i, j) : the instantaneous transition rate out of state (i, j) corresponding to
active action type a;
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βa(i, j) : the instantaneous transition rate out of state (i, j) in the reversed
joint Markov process, corresponding to passive action type a, with rate
set to xa in one of the forwards component-processes (in which passive a
is therefore incoming to one of the local states i or j.

Under appropriate conditions, a product-form is given by the following the-
orem, which is a simplified version of the more general result of [30] that de-
rives the reversed process (and so product-form) of pairwise synchronisations
amongst any finite number of processes. Prior to application of the theorem,
in each component-process, every unspecified rate >a of a passive action with
type a is replaced by xa – i.e. we replace (a,>a) by (a, xa).

Theorem 4 (ERCAT) Suppose the following conditions hold in a synchroni-
sation between two processes over the set of action types L = P1∪P2 = A1∪A2:

1. Every instance of a reversed action with type a, of a forwards active action
of type a ∈ Ak, has the same rate ra and {xa} satisfy the rate equations

{xa = ra | a ∈ Ak, 1 ≤ k ≤ n}.

2. The forward and reversed passive and active transition rates satisfy∑
a∈P(i,j)→

xa −
∑

a∈A(i,j)←

xa =
∑

a∈P(i,j)←\A(i,j)←

βa(i, j)

−
∑

a∈A(i,j)→\P(i,j)→

αa(i, j).

Then there is a product-form solution for the equilibrium state probabilities
(when these exist), which is π(i, j) ∝ π1(i)π2(j) where πk(.) is the equilibrium
probability function for the process Pk, k = 1, 2.

To apply the theorem it is important to be able to calculate the reversed
rate of a transition. This is straightforward in any stationary Markov process
in which the forward rate and the stationary state probabilities are known.
Suppose a transition from state i to state j has rate λ. Then the reversed rate
is (see [33], for example):

λ =
π(i)λ

π(j)
(7)

A.1 Application of ERCAT to the basic BB

We first consider the constraints on the transition rates imposed by the second
condition of ERCAT. Note that the outgoing and incoming transitions and rates
are the same for all states P 1

k and P 2
k with k > 0. Therefore, it is only necessary

to analyse the four joint states (0, 0), (0, k), (k, k), (k, 0) for some k > 0:

• (0, 0). For this state we have the following sets:

P(0,0)→ = {t12} A(0,0)← = {t′12}
P(0,0)← \ A(0,0)← = ∅ A(0,0)→ \ P(0,0)→ = ∅.

In order to apply ERCAT, Condition 2 must be satisfied and so we require
x12 = x′12.
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• (0, k). The corresponding sets for this state are:

P(0,k)→ = {t12} A(0,k)← = {t′12}
P(0,k)← \ A(0,k)← = {t12, t′12} \ {t′12} = {t12}
A(0,k)→ \ P(0,k)→ = {t12, t′12} \ {t12} = {t′12}.

To satisfy Condition 2, we require

x12 − x′12 = β12(0k)− α′12(0k)

where we use the abbreviations α12(0k) ≡ αt12(0k) and α′12(0k) ≡ αt′12
(0k)

and similarly for β, β′. But since x12 = x′12, we conclude β12(0k) =
α′12(0k) = µ12, t

′
12 being active in process P 2.

• (k, 0) and (k, k). For these states the ERCAT Condition 2 is trivially
satisfied since P(k,0)→ = A(k,0)← = P(k,k)→ = A(k,k)← = L. In fact,
every passive action and every reversed action corresponding to an active
action are always enabled, so that for these states the original RCAT
structural conditions are satisfied [28].

The rate equations (Condition 1) for this model require, using Equation (7),{
x12 =

λ12(µ1+x′12)
λ12+λ1

x′12 = µ12(λ2+x12)
µ12+µ2

.

Since x12 = x′12, we obtain: {
x12 = λ12µ1

λ1

x′12 = µ12λ2

µ2

which gives the condition:

λ1λ2µ12 = λ12µ1µ2. (8)

Finally, we verify that

β12(0k) =
x12(µ2 + µ12)

x12 + λ2
= µ12

as required.
To sum up, when Condition (8) is satisfied, the steady-state probability func-

tion π(m1,m2) is in product-form. Moreover, the Markov processes associated
with P 1 and P 2 are simple birth-death processes with equilibrium probabilities
(when they exist) proportional to(

λ1 + λ12

µ1 + x′12

)m1

and

(
λ2 + x12

µ2 + µ12

)m2

.

Given the above conditions, the joint stationary probabilities simplify to

π(m1,m2) ∝
(λ1

µ1

)m1
(λ2

µ2

)m2
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B Technical contribution of this paper compared
with previously published work

We provide this comparison so as to give an interpretation in terms of G-
Networks for readers that may be less comfortable with product-forms in stochas-
tic Petri nets. We start by considering the work of [16], in which it is noted that
the introduction of triggering signals in G-networks allows one to model the
effect of token movements in Petri nets. Indeed, at a trigger arrival epoch, three
nodes may change their states instantaneously: the one from which it departs
as a signal, the one it arrives at, loosing a customer and, finally, the node that
accepts the transferred customer. With respect to this behaviour our results
allow one to model:

• synchronised customer arrivals at a set of queues;

• synchronised service completions at a set of queues;

• a signal that can remove one customer from a set of queues if they are all
non-empty (instead of a single one);

• the effect of a signal adding a customer to a set of queues (instead of a
single one).

As an example, let us consider a system consisting of four nodes Qi with
i = 1, . . . , 4. Customers arrive from the outside at queue Qi with rate λi. At
a service completion instant at Q1, one customer is added to both Q2 and Q3

simultaneously with probability p. On a service completion at Q2 or Q3, a
customer is sent to Q4. When Q4 completes a service, the customer leaves the
system. With probability 1− p a customer leaving Q1 arrives at Q2 and Q3 as
a trigger, whereupon, if both Q2 and Q3 are non empty, a customer is removed
from each of them and is added to Q4. Figure 13 illustrates this system.

-

- +

λ1

Q1

λ2

λ3

λ4
Q2

Q3

Q4

µ1

µ2

µ3

µ4

Figure 13: Model with instantaneous trigger propagation. The dashed line
represents the customer leaving Q1 as a signal and arriving at Q2 and Q3, si-
multaneously. If both the queues are non empty then a customer is immediately
removed from each of them, and one is added to Q4. Observe that the two solid
lines from Q1 to Q2 and Q3 denote a simultaneous customer arrival at the latter
queues and not a probabilistic routing.

The model clearly differs from other G-networks because of the synchronised
arrival at Q2 and Q3 on a service completion in Q1. Moreover, observe that, in
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addition, the customer deletion policy at Q2 and Q3 is different from what is
proposed in, for instance in [12, 29]. In fact, in these papers the signal would
first arrive at Q2 (Q3) and, if this were not empty, would go to Q3 (Q2). If
Q3 were also not empty, then a customer would finally be added to Q4. Now
assume that Q2 has n2 > 0 customers and that Q3 is empty. According to
the deletion policy of the model of Figure 13, the signal arriving at Q2 and Q3

vanishes. Conversely, if we assume the simultaneous deletion policy described in
[12, 29] with Q2 reached before Q3, then the signal deletes one customer from Q2

before vanishing on arrival at Q3. This different behaviour, combined with the
synchronised positive customer arrivals at Q2 and Q3, lead to different product-
form conditions and expressions. In practice, we can show that a product-form
solution holds if pλ1µ2µ3 = (1 − p)λ1λ2λ3. As shown in [3], if this condition
is not satisfied, a product-form stationary distribution for Q2 and Q3 does not
exist in general. Observe that, in general, product-forms derived for G-networks
do not have rate-dependent conditions as do those derived in this simple case.
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